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Blockchain Engineer - Remote - £ Open Budget + EquityTired of being told what to do?

Ever wanted to establish the foundations and engineering best practices for a team you'll build

around yourself, tailored to your vision?We’ve partnered with an early-stage start-up, constructing

a decentralised options engine, fostering peer-to-peer transactions tailored for institutions and

their clientele - a cutting-edge platform for OnChain Options Trading!Pioneering the

exploration of on-chain derivatives, this company is seeking to transform the effectiveness of

hedging and investment instruments, leaving conventional off-chain methods on the

sidelines. Despite the $500 billion market, only a mere 10% of options trading operates on-

chain - a notable gap persists, a gap they're determined to bridge.Progress update? How far

along are they?They're still in the early stages. They've initiated ideation and are laying

the groundwork for implementation.Competitors? What sets them apart?While some projects

within the Ethereum space are exploring similar directions, none are specifically targeting

the products they aim to deliver. They prioritise complete innovations and extensive development

on them.Also, they've partnered with a blockchain analytics company boasting 50+ high-profile

clients, just two years after its inception.Looking for a Blockchain (Solidity) Engineer -

automated Market Making protocol experience would be very nice, otherwise, experience with

connecting to different blockchains and protocols. Familiarity with Bitcoin script would be

ideal.As the founding engineer, you'll be the company's inaugural hire – unlimited potential.Fully

Remote. Equity. Sizable budget.I encourage you to apply even if you think you may not

currently fit all these requirements – so long as you have proven academics and are willing to

work hard and learn, we want to hear from you.Note: if you haven't received a reply within 3
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days, your application was unfortunately not accepted.Blockchain Engineer - Remote - £

Open Budget + Equity

Apply Now
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